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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Figure 5.5: Student Engagement Reflection Tool

Component Reflection

Relevance Planning

How effectively do my lesson plans connect to the background and life experiences 
of my students?

How well do my lesson plans incorporate other subjects, pop culture, or current 
events that students are most familiar with?

How well do my plans incorporate my students’ learning styles?

Delivery

How well do I gauge and respond to my students’ responses to lessons?

Which lessons generate the most interest? The least interest?

Which activities foster greater or lesser student independence?

How consistent am I at using exit tickets to get students’ feedback regarding their 
feelings about the lessons or activities?

Gradual 
Release of 
Responsibility

Planning

How well do my lesson plans incorporate all gradual release of responsibil-
ity components?

How specific are my plans for engaging students with warm-up activities to prime 
their minds?

Are my focus lessons organized enough that they hook students into the learning and 
get them excited about learning?

How well planned out are my guided, collaborative, and independent learn-
ing activities?

How specific are my plans for exit tickets to gauge learning?

Delivery

How well does my instructional delivery match the plans I create?

How effectively does my communication promote engagement and commitment to 
the lesson?

How effective am I at monitoring student behaviors and engagement in each compo-
nent of my lessons?

How well do I adjust my lessons based on student engagement and the beginning 
signs of disengagement?

How consistent am I at ensuring that students complete an exit ticket prior to the end 
of the period?
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Component Reflection

Time 
Management

Planning

How committed am I to predicting the amount of time that activities in my lessons 
should take?

How well do I create focus lessons that don’t exceed students’ attention span?

How well do my plans limit passive engagement (lengthy lectures, material misman-
agement, and time-consuming transitions)?

Delivery

How consistently do I monitor my instructional time to ensure that I waste little to 
no time?

How effectively do I notice and respond to students who are wasting time or are dis-
connected from the lesson or activity?

How well do I monitor my instructional time to ensure that I get to my exit ticket prior 
to the end of my lesson?
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